Recent books for review

Here are some book titles that UKeiG members might be interested in reading about. The list isn’t exhaustive; members are welcome to suggest other books for review. If you are interested in reviewing any of these titles, or if you are publisher and you have titles that you think would be of interest to the UKeiG readership, please contact Michael Upshall (michael@consultmu.co.uk).

Byron, Berry, Haug & Eaton: *Using Drupal* (O’Reilly, 2008)
Engard, Nicole (editor): *Library Mashups* (Facet, September 2009)
Goldman: *Facebook Cookbook* (O’Reilly, 2008)
Lessig, Lawrence: *Remix – Making art and commerce thrive in the hybrid economy* (Bloomsbury 2008)
Markless, Sharon (editor): *The Innovative School Librarian: thinking outside the box* (Facet, 2009)
Newson, Alex: *Blogging and other social media* (Gower, 2008)
Sy, Dux: *SharePoint for Project Management* (O’Reilly, 2008)

Currently being reviewed for a future issue of *eLucidate*:

Orna, Elizabeth: *Making Knowledge Visible: communicating knowledge through information products* (Gower, 2005)